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i. Introduction. The establishment of the gas temperature in a vibrationally excited 
gas is fairly complicated, primarily (if we ignore macroscopic transport processes) because 
all the relaxation processes (V--V, V--V', R--T, V--T, etc.) are nonresonant ones in a real gas. 
Therefore, the establishment of quasiequilibrium on any internal degree of freedom may be 
accompanied by positive or negative changes in the gas temperature. 

The dynamics of gas-temperature establishment (thermalization) for a nonequilibrium 
system may be examined in relation to radiation propagation, laser photochemistry, and as an 
independent technique for determining characteristic relaxation times. 

A fair amount of attention has now been given to such topics [1-6]; for example, there 
are detailed experimental and theoretical studies of the cooling of gases containing C02 by 
the radiation from a C02 laser [1-3]. It has been found that the dominant part is played by 
vibrational--translational(V--T) and vibrational-vibrational (V--V') transfers. A prediction has 
been made [5] of the scope for kinetic cooling during nonresonant rotational--translational 
(R--T) exchangein a molecular gas that absorbs laser radiation in the P branch of the vibrational 
transition. This effect has been observed by experiment [6]. 

Here we present a detailed theoretical study of the thermalization in 03 resonantly ex- 
cited by IR laser radiation. Ozone is of interest because it plays an important part in the 
physicochemical processes in the atmosphere. It was found that the process is not monotonic 
in time and that to describe it one has to consider nonresonant R--T, V--V, V--V', and V--T pro- 
cesses as well as the parameters of the laser pulse (intensity and pulse shape, and frequency 
and width of the radiation line). 

2. Theoretical Model. The following model was used to describe the thermalization of 
the excited 03. 

i. The ground electronic state of 03 was represented as a set of vibrational levels, 
whose scheme [7] is given in Fig. i. Here we incorporated the actual rotational structure 
of the 03(000) § 03(001) vibrational transition in mode ~3, which is responsible for the 
absorption of the IR pumping range in the 9.6 ~m region [8]. 

2. It was assumed that the ozone was excited by the radiation from a C02 laser in the 
9.6 ~m band, where ozone has a high absorption coefficient of ~i0-5-i0 -~ Pa-~'cm -~ [9, i0]. 
The rotational structure of the absorption spectrum in the 03(000) + 03(001) vibrational 
transition is shown in Fig. 2o The points are from the measurements of [8]. The numbers on 
the curves are values of K-, for the transitions. The P, Q, and R branches are seen. The 
structure of the branches is similar to that for the absorption band of a synnnetrical fork, 
since the ozone molecule is a slightly unsymmetrical fork with asymmetry parameter ~ = -0.968 
for the ground state [8]. We show below measurements of the absorption cross sections of 
ozone for various (P(8)-P(40)) lines in the 9.6 ~m band of a C02 laser [9~ I0]. It must 
first be emphasized that the exact laser frequency determines whether the P, Q, or R branch 
of the (000-001) transition is mainly pumped, and secondly that several rotational sublevels 
of the ground vibrational state are actually in resonance with the CO2 laser line (the lines 
for the sublevels are shown broken in Pig. i). Calculations [9] and comparison with experi- 
ment have shown that ozone lines >0.15 cm -* from the CO= laser line make no appreciable con- 
tribution (within the error of measurement) to the absorption spectrum of ozone on laser 
lines. This means that not more than five or six rotational sublevels of the 000 state are 
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Fig. 1 

involved in tlae laser radiation absorption (or 1-2 sublevels for the transitions used in our 
calculations). Therefore, if no special measures are taken to broaden the laser line (real widths 
~!0-2-5-i0 -3 cm-~), the absorption will be based on ~I0-2-I0 -3 of the ground-state molecules, 
and the (000)--(001) transition will be saturated at laser intensities of ~i00 kW/cm2-1 ~/cm 2. 
This is why the gas temperature change is small within the characteristic times of the re- 
laxation processes (a fraction of a degree, as will be seen below). 

3. The time course of the gas temperature was considered on the basis of R--T relaxation 
in the 03(000) and 03(001) vibrational states and also V--V, V--V v, and V--T relaxation, as in- 
dicated by arrows in Fig. i, where we also show the values of the characteristic times used 
in the calculations that were measured in [Ii]. The time of the R--T process for ozone given 
in Fig. 1 was estimated from TRT = 3.6 mst , which is applicable for the 02 molecule [12], 
where mst for Oa was taken from [ii]. 

Qualitative analysis of this model shows that there is competition between the processes 
that reduce and raise the gas temperature within the times of the order of the R--T, V-V and 
V--V' relaxations. The kinetic cooling is due to the R-~f processes [5] in the 000 and 001 
levels of the P branch (rotational cooling) together with the endothermic V--V5 . process 
between the 001 and i00 levels, since this V--V' process is the most rapid intermoae one in 
the ozone molecule (vibrational cooling)~ There is competition with these processes from 
the fast V--V and slower V--V~3_~ ) processes, which release heat. 

(~-~) - m~l) of the excited molecules will have passed to the At large times (t > TVV, >> most 
lower 010 vibrational level, from which they relax slowly to the 000 ground (V--T process) 
with the release of a considerable amount of heat, which results in uniform heating, which 
is the slowest process in the system (Fig~ I) o 

A closed system of kinetic equations for the populations of the vibrational levels of 03, 
the rotational sublevels that interact with the radiation, and the gas temperature was used 
in quantitative description of this scheme in accordance with sections 1-3 above on the model. 
The rotational relaxation was considered in the framework of the strong-collision model[5]. 
The turning points in the gas temperature occur in a relatively short time interval (t~ TVV,) , 
so the calculations did not incorporate the dissociation of ozone under UV radiation. De- 
tailed theoretical studies [13] have shown that under these conditions (a short radiation 
pulse, intensity~106 W/cm 2, excitation of only the first level of the IR-active mode of 
ozone, and only small proportions of the particles participating in the absorption) only a 
small percentage of the ozone will decompose in time t~TVV'. Also, the temperature changes 
are small, so we neglect the dependence of Landau--Teller type on the rates of the relaxation 
processes on the gas temperature. Also, we neglected the excitation of the rotational sub- 
levels of the ~: mode by the pumping radiation on account of the strong Corio!is interaction 
with certain rotational sublevels of the ~3 absorbing transition, since the accompanying co- 
efficient for the absorbing rotational (001) transitions to the (I00) transitions are less 
than 1% for the COs laser lines used in the calculations [8]. The direct excitation of ~, 
can be neglected because the absorption coefficient of this band is very weak by comparison 
with that of ~>3. 
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3. Analysis of the Kinetic Equations. The system of kinetic equations (5.1)-(5oi0) de- 
scrib~t~a--a-~model is given in the Appendix; this includes kinetic equations for the 
populations of the vibrational levels of the ozone molecule (Fig. i) and for the rotational 
sub!evels of the (000) and (001) states that participate in the pumping absorption, together 
with the equation describing the change in the gas temperature T. This system consists of 
fairly cumbersome nonlinear equations: thus analysis is difficult, Solutions have been ob- 
tained by numerical methods. However, for strong optical pumping (W>>I/TRT) and short 
interaction time (t = !/W<< TRT) one can make some analytical estimates of the changes in T 
in relation to the system parameters (TRT , rVV and TVV') and the pumping wavelength (falling 
in the P, Q, or R branch of the (000-00!) transition). Then we get the following from (5.10) 
for the function f describing dT/dt: 

/ (0) = /[t"g'l .~ ~i (Ej,--(O E(O'l:'o ' +  2AEvv(3) " q~o-(O + - - \ [  T~.,vv(1) + ~ ]/" 
"r VV' / A 

(3.1) 

We see from Eq. (3.1) that the sign of f(0) is substantially dependent on the relationships 
between the characteristic energy-relaxation times x and the energy defects in the relaxation 
processes bE. Substitution of the numerical values of Fig~ i gives 

[(O) Np(2"63~7~(E}~--E~;))/300~ qJo(O __ 0.03), (3 .2)  

where p i s  p r e s s u r e .  

If the :laser radiation falls in the P branch of the (000-4301) transition~ we have the 
(r (o E(~ cm -~ [8] for the equilibrium proportion of estimates ~ qJ0 -- I0-~-- 10-a and EjI -- :,0 -- 

ground-state molecules involved in the absorption and the energy differences of the ro- 
-, . . , w z  2 "  r E ( . O _ _  E( . i )  

Z 31 JO rational sublevels, which corresponds to ~_--0.0St where r is the number of ro- 

tational transitions involved in the absorption, and from Eqo (3~ we get 

/(0) N p(--O.13r -- 0.03) < 0 

i.e., the gas is cooled by R--T and V--V~.~ processes. Other V--V ~ processes and the V--T 
process release heat, which restricts s kinetic-cooling time, and for t > T~! the gas is 
heated. Figure 3 gives numerical results for pumping in the P branch, which ~nfirm the 
qualitative analysis. The calculations were performed for the P(36) laser line (two ro- 
tational sublevels involved in the absorption), for an ozone pressure of 1333 Pa and a laser 
pulse of shape I(t) = Io exp (--t/300 nsec). Curves 1-4 of Fig. 3 correspond to intensities 

, . (O of l0 s , 105 104 and i0 = W/cm 2 The maximum cooling is attained in a time ~(1.5-2) TVV, ' 
(I) 

while the cooling exists for a time ~3xVV,. As the pumping intensity is reduced (I/W = rRT 
and I/W>>TKT) , the general behavior of T(t) remains the same, but the depth of the cooling 
is reduced. On increasing Io(Io~l MW/cm2), the behavior of T(t) is almost unaltered, since 
the system goes to saturation in absorption during the pulse. 

The following estimates are obtained from a similar analysis of Eqo (3.2) for pumping 
in the Q and R branches of the ~3 mode: 

f(0) ~ p(0A3r -- 003) > 0 (R-branch), 

/(0) ~ p(O-12~ 'Ai)ffsO -- 0.03)~0.  (Q-branch). 

~1  ( i ) .  The sign of f(0) for the Q branch is substantially dependent on q=~i qjo, a more precise 

analysis of the equations for pumping in the Q and R branches is given below. Figure 4 shows 
calculated T(t) curves for pumping in the P, Q, and R branches of ozone, which corresponds 
to laser lines produced on the P(36), P(26), and P(!4) transitions~ The pulse shape and the 
gas pressure are as in Fig. 3, Io = 1 MW/cm 2 (I/W<<TRT), and the system in all three cases is 
saturated in absorption. In accordance with (3.2) there is no kinetic cooling for the R 
branch, while theextentsof the cooling for theQbrancharemuchless than those for thePbranch. 
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We consider in more detail the case of pumping in the R branch. Here the R--T processes 
increase the energy in the translational degrees of freedom. Therefore, during the time of 
order TRT the gas ~sheated, and rt~e V--V processes also increase the gas temperature. How- 
ever, for times ~T. ~ = 6 TVV (TVV~>>TRT) there is competition with the V--V and R--T processes 
from the endotherm~V -- VCI ) exchange, which in principle can produce if not general cooling 
in the gas then at least a-dip in the T(t) characteristic within the characteristic time 

interval TRT<<t = ~(i) This type of T(t) relationship has been obtained by numerical so- 
VV," 

lution of (5.1)-(5.10) for the R branch (Fig. 5). The P(14) transition was used in the 
calculations. The pulse shape and the gas pressure were as in Fig. 3. Curves 1-3 corre- 
sponding to intensities of 106 , 5"103 and 50 W/cm 2. The dip occurs for any pumping intensity 
(from 50 W/cm 2 up to saturation at los ~ i MW/cm2). The depth of the dip is very small 
(AT~I0-3~ which means that there are severe difficulties in experimental observation. 
The dip is due to competition between the R--T and V--V~ processes, and the depth and 
duration are very much dependent on the V--V processes. 1)This can be seen by comparing curve 
2 in Fig. 5 with curve 2', which was obtained by numerical solutions of (5.1)-(5.6) and (5.9) 
with the data as used for Fig. 2, but neglecting the V--V processes and the V--V~ , process 
(Fig. i). It is clear that the V--V processes reduce the depth of the dip by a~bstantial 
factor and also shorten the duration, by bringing the turning points of T(t) together. 

Therefore, pumping in the R branch produces a characteristic dip in the time dependence 
of the gas temperature on account of composition between the rotational--translational and 
vibrational--vibrational processes. A similar time dependence of the temperature can be 
observed in the Q branch, but there it is not due to competition between the rotational and 
vibrational processes but instead to composition between the various vibrational--vibrational 
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transfers, which make contributions of different signs to the temperature change, namely V--V 
and V--V;z) processes. Then (3.2) shows that the V--V process may compete with V--Vil ) at the 

start if the proportion of molecules involved in absorbing the laser radiation is fairly 

large, q = ~qj0~0.25. We now consider the numerical solution of the equations (Fig. 6). 

(i) (i) 
~en the laser radiation is absorbed in the Q branch, E4 = E4 , and the rotational- 

. . J o  J X  
translational processes make a small contrzbutzon to the temperature behavior. This enables 
us to neglect the contribution to the energy in the translational degrees of freedom for R--T 
relaxation. Therefore, we need not consider (5.1) and (5.2), and we replace the pumping 
terms in (5.3) and (5.6) by terms of the form 

4- W(Nooo - -  QNoo~), ( 3 . 3 )  

where Q = (I-- q/2)/(Noo1(0)/Nooo(0) + q/2); the factor Q in Eq. (3.3) incorporates the 
saturation in the absorbing transition when a proportion q of the ground-state molecules is 
involved in tlhe absorption. Figure 6a, b shows the solutions to (5.3)-(5.9) and (3.3). The 
pulse shape and pressure were as in Fig. 3. Figure 6a shows the behavior of the gas temper- 
ature in saturation of the (000-001) transition at Io = 1 MW/cm =. The numbers on the curves 
are the values of q. In accordance with the analytical estimate from (3.2) for q < 0.25, 

T (I) which at t~ 2T (I) there is kinetic cooling at the start with a turning point near t = W" VV' 

is replaced by uniform heating. For q ~0.25, the gas is initially heated by V--V processes, 
but then follows the characteristic temperature dip due to V--V~ , exchange, and then at 

(i~ we heating t~ t > ~T~.i have again. As q § i, the times required to attain the maximum and 
minimumVV in T(t) increase: the maximum is attained for t § T~ (the V--V and V--V~ ~) processes 

balance one another), while the minimum is attained for t = (2--3) T (~) . The length of the dip 
VV' 

becomes much ;greater than T~V{, and this is observed against a background of appreciable 
initial heating. If the intensity is less than the saturation value, the q dependence of 
T(t) is more complicated~ For small Io (Io <<Ios), there is only cooling, whose depth in- 
creases with q. If Io is near saturation, the change in the T(t) curves as q increases is 
similar to that for saturation, but with the difference that the V--V process plays the main 
part not at the start but at t = ~VV" Then if q is larger than some value qo, the initial 
cooling is replaced at t = TVV by heating, and then the V--V~z) process results in cooling 

~! ~ 2T (~) while for t ~2~V~'-" the gas is again heated. Therefore, again in the range T < t~ VV'" 

the T(t) curve for t less than several times ~(~) has two characteristic minima and one ~VV' 
maximum. Figure 6b shows the different qualitative trends in T(t) as the pumping intensity 
varies for q = 0.5. The numbers on the curves give Io (in kW/cm2). A maximum occurs on the 
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T(t) curve at t = TVV as Io increases, which is due to V--V processes, and this moves to the 
start of the laser pulse and for lo~los determines the gas heating at the start of the 

pulse. Figure 6 shows that all the characteristic features of T(t) can be observed only for 
large q, i.e., for sufficiently broad-band pumping in the Q branch of the vs transition. 
This can be understood from the following.simple considerations: the energy contributions 
from tlle V--V and V--V}z ~ processes are similar in magnitude (but opposite in sign), while the 
rate of the V--V proc~sb is proportional to the square of the number of particles in the (001) 
level, while that of the V--V~ , process is proportional to the first power. Therefore, the 
V--V process can complete suc~e~sfully with V--V~I ) only if a large fraction of the particles 
is transferred from the (000) level to the (001) level, i.e., for large q. 

4. Conclusions. This theoretical analysis shows that the thermalization in a resonant 
pumping of ozone by IR radiation is dependent in a complicated way on the parameters of the 
pumping radiation (intensity, pulse shape, line width, frequency). The turning points in 
T(t) are related to the times of the R--T, V--V, V--V', and V--T relaxations in the ozone molecule. 
Therefore, experimental studies on the behavior of the temperature can provide considerable 
information on the contributions from the various transfer processes between the vibrational, 
rotational, and translational degrees of freedom as regards the gas temperature, and also 
on the relationship between the characteristic times of these processes:* The main experi- 
mental difficulties arise from the short time-scales of the processes and the relatively 
small temperature changes during these times, because in a laser instrument with a line 
width of %10 -2 cm -~ only a small fraction of the ozone molecules ~10-3-10-2) can participate 
in absorbing the pumping radiation. 

The method used here for examining the gas temperature in a vibrationally excited gas 
on the basis of the various relaxation processes can be applied with advantage to other 
molecules. The behavior of the gas temperature here is of fairly general type, and it may 
be found also for other molecular gases resonantly excited by IR radiation in the lower 
vibrational levels. 

5. Appendix. The following system of equations was used in analyzing the thermalization 
of vibrationally excited 03: 

dn~) 
t l ~r ( 0  n(.W~. 

dt = -- d'i -~- ~dV000qJ0  -- .70;' ( 5 . 1 )  

, dn(.i) 
t t ~  (i) (~)~ (i  t , 2 ,  .); dt --  ~' Ji  "~ ~ t,2Voolqjl - -  n i l  ! = �9 . 

3 
dNooo 

d ~  -- X d', + FVT (No,o; Nooo) + 2 ' ~  Fvv(,,) + 
h = l  

-4- F ' (Nool, Nloo; Nooo, Nlol) + ~'AhzmNhzm; 
' Vv(2) 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 

d N l o o  _ _  , 
dt --  4Fvv(1 ) (Nloo, Nloo; Nooo, N2oo) ~- 

~- F_r (Nooo, NOel; Nooo, Nloo) --  F~zs,~,2) (N~176 Nl~176 N~176176 Nl~ --  

- -  F , (Nooo, -u Nooo, Nolo) --  AlooNloo-- Nloo/'rd; VV(D 

(5.4) 

dNol o 
dt ~Fvv(2 ) (Nolo, N 0 1 0 ;  N 0 0 0 ,  No2o) + 

-7- Fvvt3)( (iV000, ~'001; Nooo, No~o) q- Fvv(4), (Nooo, N~oo; Nooo, No~o) - -  

--  Fvr  (Nolo; Nooo) --  AoloNolo --  Nolo/~a; 

(5.5) 

(~) 
*Variation of the relaxation constants (TRT , TVV , etc.) by a factor 1.5-2 near the values 
used in the model calculations shows that the general behavior of the gas temperature is not 
critically dependent on the detailed values of the constants within these limits. 
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dNo~n 
d'--Y- :~ vv(a) 

--  FVV~I), (:Vooo , A7ool; N~oo, N~oo) - -  Fvv~..,), (:VoOl, NlO~; %,oo, -\~1Ol) --  

- -  F , (N~oo, -~oo~, Nooo, N'o~o)-- AoozNooz - ?io~!~ ~a, %rV(~) 

-- ( 71 -i- d-T-= 2Fvg(m) 

m = (200), (020), (002); 

(5.~) 

(5.7) 

~Z~V1~ = Fvv~) (Nool '  N~o~ N~176176 N1ol) -- N~~ ( ~  + A~~ (5 .8 )  

where Nkl m is the population of the (klm) vibrational level, N is the total molecule concen- 

tration, n!i), n(i) are the populations of the j~i) and j,(i) rotational sublevels of the (000) 
Jo jl 

and (001) levels participating in the absorption. Terms of the form Ji describe the optical 
pumping on the basis of the saturation in the absorption transition: Ji = Wi(njo )/ 

( ~ a!O" I ' 
g " ) ) ,  where  W i s  the  o p t i c a l  pumping p r o b a b i l i t y  W = W , =  ~.~ hm(O" ~ , i i s  the  number 

�9 i Jo Jl / 

of  r o t a t i o n a J  s u b l e v e l s  o f  the  ground s t a t e  i n t e r a c t i n g  w i t h  the  r a d i a t i o n ,  ~ and ~ a r e  the  
a b s o r p t i o n  c r o s s  s e c t i o n  ( i n  cm 2) and f r e q u e n c y  f o r  each  o f  the  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  l i n e s  of  the  
v3 vibration-rotation band, W i is the probability of optical pumping in band i of ~3 (pro- 
portional to the transition intensity, Fig. 2), g!i), g(i) are the statistical weights of the 

�9 1 i . o 3~ 
rotational sublevels, q(i), q!') = g( ) exp (--E(I~/T)/Qro(T) are the equilibrium proportions 

Jo Jl J 
of the molecules in the rotational sublevels j (Qroo~ Qrol are the rotational statistical 

sums), E! i) Ej (i) J o ' , Ekl m are respectively the edges of the rotational sublevels and the 

(...), VV(k ) (...), and FVT(...) we denote the vibrational levels. By terms up to FVV(k ) F ' 

rates of change in the populations of the corresponding vibrational levels due to V--V, V--V' 
and V--T processes, as shown by arrows in Fig. I. For example, FVVI: ) (Nooo, Nool; Nooo, N~oo) = 

I N :~(i~-[~ VV'L ~176176176176 N~176176176176 exp (--AEvv~I)/'T)] where TVV , TVV,, and TVT are the characteristic times 

of the corresponding processes, AEw,w,,v T are the energy deficiencies of those processes, 
TRT is the R--T relaxation time, T d is the characteristic time for diffusion of vibrationally 
excited molecules from the region of interaction with the radiation, and Akl m are the proba- 
bilities of spontaneous radiated vibrational transitions. As TRT is much less than all the 
other characteristic relaxation times, we have neglected the collisional and spontaneous 
processes in (5.1) and (5.2). In the concentrations, in accordance with [ii] we assume that 

T(1) ~(2) ($) (I) , __ ~(2) ~(3) (4) _(0) ~(i) 
vv ~-- ~vv = ~vv - Tvv, ~vv -- ~vv,, ~vv, ~ Tvv., and also that ~RT ------ LHT ~ TRT . 

In analyzing (5ol)-(5o8) we have not considered the diffusion and spontaneous-radiative 
processes~ The scope for neglecting diffusion is dependent on the transverse dimensions of 
the laser beam and cell. Our estimates show that for the usual parameters of a C02 laser 
beam (S ~ 0oi cm 2) and pressures used here (p > 1 GPa), the characteristic times for dif- 
fusion and heat transport transverse to the beam are of millisecond order, which are larger 
by 2-3 orders of magnitude than the times of the V--V and V--V' processes~ and therefore 
diffusion cannot play an appreciable part for t ~ TVV'o Incorporation of the spontaneous 
radiative processes does not influence the analysis of (5ol)-(5o8), since experimental data 
indicate that: the probabilities AkZ m of spontaneous radiative decay of the lower vibrational 
levels of ozone are ver small A I Y ( hlm<<TVT at the pressures used): A1oo = 0.355 sec -~, Ao:o = 
0.25 sec-~, Aoo, = I0.64 sec -~ [141o With these assumptions~ system (5.1)-(5=8) becomes 
closed (the total number of particles does not change)o 

The change in gas temperature T in the molecular gas is described by 

dT 
w~ ~F ~ f, (5.9) 

where f is the energy flux from the vibrational and rotational degrees of freedom into the 
translational degrees, which according to (5.1)-(5.8) takes the form. 
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r 4,1 > <'>) ] / ,70 / _ ( i )  ~.- ( i ) \  

�9 [ L R T  x ~ R T  

8 

AEvTFVT (Nolo; Nooo) ~ 2 2 AEvv(h) Fvv(h)-t-- 
k:l 

-P- A f  , f ' (Nooo, Nool; Nooo, Nloo) ,-k vv(1) VV(D 
AE , F ' 0"ool, Nloo; vv(2~ vv(~) N~176176 Nl~ + 

+ AEvv" Fvv' (Nooo, Noo,; Nooo, Nolo) + 
(3) (3) 

AE , F , (Nooo, Nloo; NO00, Nolo). vv(r vv(4  ) 

(5.10) 

In (5.9), only the translational and rotational degrees of freedom have been incorporated 
into Cp. 

Analysis of (5.1)-(5.10) allows one to examine the thermalization of ozone in resonant 
vibrational excitation by IR radiation. 
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LASER SONOLUMINESCENCE IN WATER UNDER INCREASED HYDROSTATIC PRESSURE 

T. V. Belyaeva, P. I. Golubnichii, 
P. !. Dyadyushkin, and Yuo I. Lysikov 

UDC 534.29:535.37 

The nature of the fairly recently discovered [1-3] pulsed luminescence accompanying the 
collapse of a single cavity initiated by laser breakdown in a liquid has still not been 
clarified, despite the importance of solving questions associated with the determination of 
the state variables of a substance in the vicinity of the special point during spherically 
symmetric collapse [4-6], which is manifested most distinctly, as was pointed out in [7], in 
the case of the laser method (as distinct from a high-voltage discharge or exploding wires) 
of initiation of inhomogeneities. 

In [8] attention was concentrated on the purely recombinational mechanism of generation of 
the luminescence accompanying the collapse of a cavity initiated by laser breakdown in liquid 
nitrogen. We refer here to the recombination of active particles formed at the instant of 
spark breakdown. It is quite natural to postulate the role of processes of this type in sono- 
luminescent effects in water and aqueous solutions~ The active particles contributing to 
laser sonoluminescence (LSL) in water could be, at least for several collapse regimes, H and 
OH radicals, which have been shown to play an appreciable role in the luminescence accompany- 
ing the pulsations of a microscopic cavity in an ultrasonic field of subcavitation intensity 
[9]. 

In the p~:esent investigation we availed ourselves of the opportunity to "control" the 
moment of collapse by using the hydrostatic pressure (due to the sharp dependence of the 
cavity pulsation period on the hydrostatic pressure: T ~ I/pS/6 [i0]) and attempted an experi- 
mental and theoretical evaluation of the contribution of the luminescence component due to 
recombination of active particles (particularly H and OH radicals), initiated at different 
stages in the life of the cavity, including the moment of breakdown. 

In addition, by conducting pressure experiments in water at temperatures close to the 
boiling point we could stimulate to some extent the thermodynamic situation in the induction 
of cavitation luminescence in liquid nitrogen and other cryogenic liquids (Ar, Xe, Ne). 

i. Experimental Results and Their Brief Analysis.~ The apparatus used for the experiment 
was similar to that described in [ii]o The working chamber, containing the water in which 
laser breakdown occurred (E L = 0.02 J, T ~ i0 -s sec), could withstand hydrostatic pressures up 
to 8-106 Pa. The luminous effects accompanying the breakdown of the liquid and the subsequent 
collapse of the cavity were detected by an FEU-13 photomultiplier. The intensity of the shock- 
acoustic effects was determined by means of a hydrophone, based on the piezoceramic TsTS-19, 
with a resolving time of ~3-i0 -7 SeCo The information obtained through the acoustic and light 
channels, i.e., from the F~U and the hydrophone, was fed to an $8-2A two-beam storage oscillo- 
graph. 
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